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PROPAGATION OF EIASTICXPLASTIC WAVES DURING COMPOUND LOADING 
r:"- USSR , .,    . . 

"rx""-'    following is a translation of an article by N. Cristescu 
in Prikladnaya matematika mekhanika (Applied Mathematics and 
Mechanics), Vol XXIII, No. o, 19&, pages.112U-tt28./ 

In Reference (l) Kh, A« Rakhmatulin considered some problems on 
the propagation of elastic-plastic waves under conditions of compound 
loading.   Ee examined the case when the wave of compound loading is 
one producing pronounced rupture, propagating with a velocity below 
that of ordinary elastic-plastic waves-{Reimann waves)., Thüsi Rakhmatulin 
assumes that in the case of compound loading during impact, a group 

'"* of ordinary plastic waves is at first propagated in a plastic body, 
followed by one causing pronounced; rupture, the wave of compound 
loading. '-""' * " ,,.;,;.<•• 

The present t^rkek^hes.the. same, problem on the basis of .equa- 
tions established -by Rakhmatulin, and at the same time considers other 
possible cases of propagation which can exist for certain materials. 
For examole, it is shown that, for such^materiials ^compound dynamic»load- 
ing is generally transmitted in'a plastic.body only by'compound waves. 
These waves propagate in the body faster than ordinary plastic waves 
(2, 3).   The investigation was more qualitative, since the theory of 
small elastic-plastic, deformations, employed in the present, work, has 
not yet been yhwksd experimentally or properly adapted for dynamic \ 
problem« .      *      '■' 

Let va exaj.r-.Vj-3 feu problem posed by Rakhmatulin on the compressing- 
shearing ccllisi.^ of two free bands.   The material of the bands is 
considered to be elastic-plastic and to.satisfy the equations in the 
theory of small elastic-plastic deformations.   Performing certain 
physically valid simplification's, Rakhmatulin reduces these equations . 
to the form of the equations (1.5) shown in Reference (1). 

3*K   ,5   y " 3 e7 .   ^3 exx     3eaz;   ■■ 

:.,..-       • 5 ***■.' y-     3eT   3 3 
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i Ox /Tyj = k (era / oM)' 

The intensity of stress     ± is a function of the intensity Of 
deformation 

i = (6i) (2) 

To equations (l) and (2) we must add the equations of motion, which 
can be written in the form 

... 2u«   xx,  5s -  5s (3) 
—^  —r-        —"T^.     x 

since it is assumed that the motion components u. and v depend only on 
one space coordinate x and on the time t: 

u - u (x, t),   v a v (x, t) ■■(k) 

. In all'the above formulas, the components are "average" components 
and were so denoted by Rakhmatulin by the index 9. For simplicity, 
this index is omittedo 

In the! future, for easier calculation i*e shall assume that the 
material is-incompressiblee ■ .\ 

exx / ezz = ° (5) 

Applying the condition of incompressibility (5), we reduce system 
(1) to the form 

ax-^^^te, Xx/Yy=2_iexx 

ei = i       < ~- (6) 

'■       ' '    ■        x- ■■ x     ■ 

where exx =     u/    x and exy =     v/     x is the component of deformation. 

The stress component can be expressed as a function of deforma- 
tion components in the following manner: 

h i u 2 i   ^ u 1 jl'  v 
Xx = 3   ei       x*     SyS3   e± x Yx s 3     ej. x     (7) 
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We shall assume that the function contained in (2) increases 

.where 

N = _U ä I (ei     i   "   i) 
-    ~     x      x 

(9) 

L = 3 *T     3ei 3.'   A. X;   <ei     i ^ 

Conseq,ently^bing.expressions (2) and (7), the fmctioris L, M, 
andN   can be expressed simply "by     u/     xandjV/     x* 

Eauatdons (8) are equations of motion, corresponding to equations 
fl 6» to: Senna (l).   From (8) it follows that for the problem 
Sdä Su^f fni-general caje two types Of waVes occur.   *.shall 
mako the usual assumption thati in .passing through a given front, the 
increment waves, 

*fe = _-£ ^ ^ -S dt* dUfc = — ** ^ —"T dt 

d^" J^d.:^^xdt, dvt=_|tdx/_n     t 

taken a3»^2 tfei ^-^5 remain continuous} to" equations (8) we shall 
add ■■■■■'■■<■, ■';■ /.'."'.'.'•- 

2U   c^ •■    -, e<- * doibc - dutdt, .^^2 . djj A* • dvxdx . dvfcdt 

Havnp «3ul^.d ■;*.■?' ey^-em consisting of equations (8) and (10), with 
rSeÄ kv.*** iXghL^crd^ derivatives, it is easy to obtain the 
characteristic equations of the system 
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p2ÄU- p (L / M) &2  / IM - 1*2 s 0 ■: .   (11) 
dt dt ■•-'  ■ 

arid the differential expressions which are satisfied in the character- 
istics. There are four of these expressions, but,- taking into account 
(ll), only one of them is independent; for example, the expression 

(cdUx - d«t)N / (pc2 - »L) (cdvx - dvt) = 0  (12) 

Here, C is the velocity of propagation of the plastic wave 
front, in which the expression (12) is satisfied. As follows from 
(11), the velocity can have two values: 

Cl2 s CI2(.__. ,_!> j ^ ^2 ^ L ^ ¥ / y(L . M)2 / 16N2 ^ 

„ 2  ?r *u iZ} I •  dt 2p 

Since, obviously, L>0 and M>0, it therefore follows 

CI>CII 

The velocities cj and CJJ, determined from the relationship 
<13), are velocities of the propagation of two types of waves of 
complex loading. We shall designate these types of waves (I) and 
(II), respectively. "In particular, in regions where it is possible 
to consider v = o the waves will propagate with the velocity 

°n2 - h. liil (i5) 
3  p 

of a Riemann wave (II) j here ( 6\.) is calculated from the expression 
formally resembling (2) 

tfil s  ^il (eil> 

however, in reality those expressions are dissimilar. 
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Finally, in regions inhere it is possible to consider u s 0, 
there will propagate only Riemann waves (II 2) with a velocity- 

-   cI±22<=i  -iL     .    ., ,..   .,..06) 

Here <Ti2' is calculated from another expression of the GT ^ = <^ ^e ±2^ 

type.        <;        ,   _ _..... ■■■-.• 

We shall show that under some conditions, i.e., with certain 
mechanicar properties of the plastic-material, ^    ,, . ';''.'■.= .-,■: *•■ 

CI2>- >'cn2' (17) 
p 

The first" part of the inequality (17) follows directly from (13); 
for proving the-second part it is necessary to compare the expression 
L fromthe relationship (9) with Cj 2 from &$),  i.e., we must have 

or (18) 

1   J)v2. g^ 
3VW (" tfi'^tfl'XTii« 

The inequality (18) is satisfied for very many types of ma- 
terials, for which ordinarily (T^/e^S^,. and <f ' does not differ 

too greatly from  i{. 

From (17) we can make the important conclusion that, in materials 
satisfying the foregoing conditions, waves of compound loading (I) 
propagate faster than ordinary Riemann plastic, waves (11). Indeed, 
if we.cqmpare the velocity cj with the velocity ciie^as^ of elastic 
waves, we will obtain cj< ciielast» although.in some cases these two 
velocities are almost equal»- Consequently,' for ^instantaneous compound 
loading at the end of a plastic body it must be considered' that Wave 
(I) is that causing pronounced rupture. 
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This reasoning is not valid for the velocity cu>  because from 
(13) it easily follows that cn2<M/p, and comparing M/p with cIl22, 

we obtain cIl22<M/p and, consequently, in this way cu and cu   can* 

not be compared. Directly comparing cn and cIl2, and making the same 
assumptions as above, it can be shown that 

cIl22<CII2 (19) 

and hence, waves (II 2) propagate slower than waves (II). 

We shall now show that waves (I) and (II) are actually waves 
of compound loading, and not ordinary plastic waves. We shall denote 
by « and ß the discontinuities in the derivatives & 2U/ ^x2 ^ 
52v/dx2 during passage of the front of the waves 

°<-[^]«iiu| _^2U ...  K.ra2T,  >2v   A? I 
<**   3^1/ 0x2-  r g^ i    ^-g j   57^|- 

,v    '  :  If this fron'ti is. that of Wave (I), we shall denote these by 
<*I and #lt and lf of the type (II) wave, bye*u and ß u 

From (10) it follows that, between discontinuities of second-order 
derivatives, there exist the relationships 

äx? J ^ J * °>      l£g J c   " t^? 3 = 0      (20) 

while from (8), if we also bear .in mind (20), we obtain the expression 

'■■'-:■•■* (pc2    - L)o< - hNß. « o;     N0(. - (pc2 - M)^ - 0 (21) 

The equations (21) are independent, since from (11) it follows 

•pc2- L UN 
N-     >   pc2 . K (22) 

Equations (21) and (12)-also .are independent, if.we keep in 
mind the relationship (10),..    ' .  ' ' 
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. ;„■' Cpnsequeritly, in wave front (l)we have        '     ' 

-L><*i -to'ß 1-0 i ;, <23) 

and (in wave front (II) we have ' ' ' 

■ -'w .. • ■'■'•' ;(pcn2 •- LlOC'if - liHfijri so';' - (21*) 

From (23) and (2U) it follows that, in both wave front I and 
wave front I.[sic* means II,-Trand.] all second-order derivatives of 
u arid v are discontinuous. Consequently, both waves are waves of 
compound loading. These waves of compound loading degenerate into 
ordinary plas.tic waves only when N/.i 0. This can occur in two cases. '' 

,!; .  In the first case* one of the deformation components ,is: equal 
to zero..' Consequently, 9u/ d x;; 0 or b v/ D x ?0. tft this case, 
system (8) is reduced to 4 single equations to the second -or-first 
equation of (8), respectively (where Nr O). The differential rela- 
tionship (12), satisfied in the characteristics, is reduced to one 
of the known relationships: 

>.,:,...    dvt = cII2dvx     or , dut ■ cn dux 

.Consequently^.in .this case, in a plastic body only one type of 
ordinary wave is-propagated?, the velocity of propagation is determined, 
respectively, by relationship (16) or (15).     rr   , ;; r   i\. 

The second case, when N * 0, is the case of„ah elastic body 
(<Ti/ei etfj/). In this case, system (8) is reduced to two ordinary 
equations for the propagation of two types of elastic waves, and the 
velocities .of propagation reduce to known constant velocities. The 
discontinuities in these two ordinary wave fronts are independent 
in the sense that they are not linked by any relationship [for in- 
stance, the type of relationship (12)] and propagate at different 
velocities. 

From the.,above it 'follows that compound loading propagates in 
a body by twogroups of ordinary waves, if the body remains elastic, 
i.ei, during: impact the elastic 'limit is "'hot reached. When'the elastic 
limit is exceeded, plastic deformations propagate in the body by two 
types of waves of compound loading, whose velocity of propagation is 
determined by the relationship (13). Preceding these waves, elastic 
waves can, generally speaking, also be propagated. In any case, during 
instantaneous compound loading ordinary plastic waves do not arise in 
the body, since waves of compound loading, arising simultaneously at 
the end of the band, propagate faster. 
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If impact loading is not compound loading in the sense that dif- 
ferent deformation components do not develop simultaneously but arise 
gradually, and if loading is not instantaneous, then two types of 
ordinary plastic waves will be propagated in a plastic body. Depend- 
ing on marginal conditions, the possibility exists for the simultaneous 
propagation of two types of ordinary plastic waves in certain regions 
of the plastic body. Nevertheless, in this case plastic waves of 
compound loading do not appear, because discontinuities in the de- 
rivative a 2u/ ^ x2 are distributed at a' velocity different from 
that of the discontinuity in the derivative d 2v/ öx2, and no rela- 
tionship exists between these discontinuities. Thusj. these waves 
propagate independently, although the wave which propagates faster 
makes the body inhomogeneous,■; and in this sense influences the suc- 
ceeding wave.  ; 

We shall now calculate the discontinuities, assuming that in 
the plastic body both wave I and wave II are being propagated. Let 
us assume that the two fronts of waves I and II simultaneously pass 
a certain cross section Xq at a moment of time t0. We shall note 
that the discontinuities in the two wave fronts are not independent, 
since if we bear in mind the relationship p(cj2 / CIJ2) = L / II, then 
equations (23) and (2k)  can be written in the form 

2N 
. - ^T  = - 2ß II 

pCl2 -L " 2ß!     OC I]C, 
(25) 

where N, L and Cj are calculated for x = x0 and t - t0. The'total 
discontinuity <* * in the derivative d 2u// 3 x2 during passage of 
the two wave fronts is the sum of the two discontinuities ipi    = • 
Q^J/CK ji» Similarly, for the total discontinuity in the deriva- 

tive c) 2v/ 3 x^ we obtain 

'ß*-:*ßt + 'ß'ix- 
The coefficients of the discontinuities always satisfy the 

relationship 

'.    OCjOCu -Kß-iß n=-o (26> 

If we know the total discontinuities cK* and#* at a certain 
cross section XQ .(in particular, Xo «s 0) and moment of time t0, and 
also the stressed state, then from (2$) we obtain the discontinuities 
in each wave individually: 
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sign. 

«j.^- /**«. *i-*<^A «n «*--£*. (27) 

ßii = *(/$*-f> ^ = -|L- • ' -11 .-. ■ .'.  .-2W     . pCj2 -L 

It should be noted that not all discontinuities'have the same 

For approximate solution of the- problem many methods can be 
proposed.' '■:■ :\ 

If loading is instantaneous, we shall then' assume that waves I 
and II are waves causing pronounced rupture, propagating at constant 
velocities (13). Then, in the plane xOt (see figure) we have four 
regions: region 1 is not deformed, region 2 is elastically deformed, 
and regions 3 and k are plastically deformed after passage of the 
waves of compound loading I and II, respectively. 

In region 2 the solution is known from solution of the elastic 
problem. Consequently, in this region the values are known for the 
deformation and the velocities u^, ut2, v^, vt2. In region 3 they 
are determined by the expressions 

vt3 / °Vx3 = vt2 / °lvx2>  cip(vt3 - vt2) = - ^ / Xy2 

ut3 f CA3  = ut2 / «Äg,  Clp(Ut3 - t^) = - ^3 / Xx2 
(28) 

to which we shall add the first expression in (13) for determining 
CI, as well as expression (7). . 

The transition from region 3 to region k is accomplished similarly, 

If the loading at x = ,0 can be considered a succession of in- 
stantaneous loadings, then it is possible to proceed exactly in the 
same manner, only making the plane xt include a larger number of regions. 

Submitted July 9, 19S9 
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